
Ubik Troffer



– Size: 2x2

– Low glare

– Two louver color options

– Easy maintenance  
 from below the ceiling

Ubik’s 2x2 Troffer bring style, sophistication,  
and a new dimension to the Ubik linear series, 
not to mention two color options for center 
channel louvers.

Ubik Troffer
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Ubik Troffer 2x2
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Ubik Troffer
Performance

Ubik Troffer creates visual comfort with its low-
glare dual optical chamber performance. The 
center channel features the parabolic louvers 
that deliver a soft conical distribution. The side 
lenses provide indirect, reflected, soft diffused 
distribution using Tri-flect technology. The 
fixture offers 60/40 and 40/60 light distribution 
options and meets the WELL Building Standard™ 
guidelines for UGR values. 

Up to

4500 lm
Up to

117 lm/W

Low glare

UGR<192x2, MPL & TFO, 60/40
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Ubik Troffer
Versatility

Color rendering option

80 +  
90 + (R9 > 50)

Distribution options

60/40 

40/60 
 

Mounting options

T-Bar

Drywall 
 

Color temperature

2700K 3000K 3500K 4000K

Bios SOLA DUO

Louver finish

Profile

Matte 
White

Matte
Silver

Size

2x2

Sophistication 
in a Square

4 1/16"
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Optimal visual comfort 
with Ubik Troffer 

UbikTroffer
2x2 , silver parabolic louvers
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Combination Perimeter

Cube 
(linear downlight and pendant)

9 cells

6 cells

3 cells

HLO

Parabolic louvers 

Wall wash Parabolic louvers - HLO - Wall wash

 Parabolic louvers - HLO - Wall wash - Blanks

 Parabolic louvers - HLO 

Meet  
the family

Variety is the spice of light.  
Mix and match optics to add interest and functional 
diversity to spaces. Parabolic louvers are available  
in three matte colors—black, silver, and white—HLO,   
and blanks. Create patterns or combinations, the 
possibilities are unlimited with Ubik. 

Where wall and ceiling meet...
Enjoy perimeter lighting that gently washes down your 
wall from the edge of the ceiling. Available in leveled, 
shallow, and deep recessed, Ubik Perimeter can 
enhance any space with a soft, low-glare ambiance. 

Compact, flexible, and powerful.  
Cubes acts as linear downlights or pendant option 
offered with three, six, and nine cells. They are available 
with parabolic louvers, HLO, and wall wash optics.  
Performance ranges up to 2400 lumens delivered. 

Play with lines, patterns, and corners. 
Define, punctuate, enrich your spaces with Ubik.  
Install pendant and wall fixtures as individual luminaires 
or in continuous runs and patterns. Balance lit and unlit 
areas to create contrast and drama with a chiaroscuro 
effect. Enabled by our High-Efficiency Lambertian Optic 
(HLO), Ubik can transform dim corners into bright design 
features. 

Linear 
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Lumenwerx continues to expand, 
offering you more lighting solutions 
with the goal of bringing you the 
best luminaires  in performance, 
technology, and style for your 
design needs.

Voilà  downlights

Via Seal family

Audia Acoustix Family (Squero acoustix)

Rim

Pop familyShell family

Lumenwerx 
solutions

Find more at  
lumenwerx.com

Voilà Cylinders



Lumenwerx
3737 boul. de la Côte-Vertu 
Saint-Laurent, QC 
H4R 2C9

lumenwerx.com
T.: 514.225.4304
F.: 514.931.4862

Ubik


